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The Ukrainian Embassy to Islamabad welcomes all interested partners, organizations and
companies to take notice of the following commercial information.
1. Please have a glance at short presentations of a number of successful Ukrainian
enterprises from Dnipropetrovs’k region dealing with:
- fuel and energy complex (production of pipeline armature, electrical engineering
equipment, devices and systems of measuring of nuclear radiation and analyzers of chemical
composition of alloys, relevant products and services etc.);
- agricultural sector (processing of organic wastes, plant-growing - oilseed crops,
sunflower, industrial crops, rapeseed, wheat, corn, barley, pea, production of full ration forage
and forage additions for agricultural animals, poultry, fish, complete spectrum of complex (NP,
NPK) phosphorous containing mineral fertilizers, production of motocultivators etc);
- machine building industry (handling equipment and control systems of cranes,
scientific development and serial production of modern rocketry, gas turbine equipment, gaspumping units, welding machines, space-rocket technologies, vent equipment; ion-exchange filter
for cleaning air from toxic gases and steams, aerosols of acids, lyes and salts; industrial filters for
cleaning of air; boring equipment; pumps and pumping asms; electric motors to the pumps, tire
production, gas expander aggregates and engines of gas-turbines of different powers, equipment
for meat processing industry; technological designing; construction and commissioning of
slaughtering and meat processing workshops, production of hydrocyclone and industrial rubber
pipeline systems, producing of rail freight cars, gondola cars, dump-cars, hopper cars, other cars
etc.).
2. Finally, you may find the presentation of the Ukrainian company
“DNEPRODZERZHINSK STEEL CASTING WORKS”. This enterprise provides a wide range
of competitive and quality production for freight cars.
Please find presentations and other important information in the attachments.
Should you have any queries, questions or requests, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Attachments: as mentioned, on __ pages.

House 4, Str.5, F-7/3, Islamic Republic of Pakistan, Islamabad,
tel. (+9251) 2608966, tel\fax (+9251) 2608967, e-mail: emb_pk@mfa.gov.ua
IMPORTANT NOTE: your access to and use of the above noted information is at your sole risk. Although the bulletin was prepared carefully,
the Embassy does not guarantee or assume any responsibility that the information given above is accurate, adequate, current or reliable.

